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0. Introduction
We shall study smooth actions of symplectic group Sp(ri) on a closed ori-
entable manifold X such that X~P
a
(H)xPb(H), under the conditions: a-\-b
^2n—2 and n^7. Our result is stated in §2 and proved in §5. Typical
examples are given in §1. Similar result on smooth actions of special unitary
group SU(n) on a closed orientable manifold X such that X~P
a
(C)xPb(C)
is stated in the final section.
Throughout this paper, let H*( ) denote the singular cohomology theory
with rational coefficients, and let P
n
(H), P
n
(C) and P
n
(R) denote the quaternion,
complex and real projective n-space, respectively. By X~X', we mean that
H*(X)<χH*(X') as graded algebras.
1. Typical examples
1.1. We regard S*k~l as the unit sphere of the quaternion β-space Hk
with the right scalar multiplication. Let Y be a compact Sp(l) manifold.
By the diagonal action, Sp(l) acts freely on the product manifold .S4k~lx Y.
Here we consider the cohomology ring of the orbit manifold (S4k~lX Y)/Sp(l)
for the case Y~Pb(H).
Consider the fibration: Y^>(S4k~lχ Y)/Sp(l)-* Ph^(H). By the Leray-
Hirsch theorem, H*((S4k~1xY)ISp(l)) is freely generated by 1, u, u2, •••, ub
as an H*(Pk^(ff)) module for an element u^H\(S4k~lX Y)/Sp(l)). If u can
be so chosen as uM=Q, then we see that (S^
Lemma 1.1. Denote by F, the fixed point set of the restricted Z7(l) action
on Y. If F~Pb(C), then (S*k~l X YySp^P^H) X Pb(H).
Proof. Consider the fibration: Y-*(S4k-lx Y)/U(ί)->P2k.1(C). We see
that H+ftSP^X Y)IU(1)) is freely generated by 1, v, v\ •••, vb as ^  H*(P
Λ
.l(C))
module for an element v<=H*((S*k-lχ Y)IU(1)). We shall show first that
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v can be so chosen as vM=Q. We regard S°° as the inductive limit of S™'1
on which U(ί) acts naturally. Consider the following commutative diagram:
H*((S~ X Y)/C7(l))-^-> (^(S4*-1 x Y)/U(l))
1'- •* I**
11*^(0) xF) -^ -> H*(JVι(C)xF)
where i,i«>,j,jF are natural inclusions. Since 7/odd(Y)=0, we see that ι* is
injective [4] and j* is surjective. Let v^ be an element of H\(S°°X y)/Z7(l))
such that j*(v
βo
)=v. Let x be the canonical generator of H\P00(C))^H2(P2k.l
(C)). Then we can express
where f
r
^H2r(F) for r=0, 1, 2. Since F~~Pb(C\ we see that there are rational
numbers a
ϋ> alt a2 and a non-zero element y^H
2(F), such that f
r
=a
r
yr for
r=0, 1, 2. Then we obtain
aK-^Γ1 = (xx f i+i χ/2)b+1 = o .
Since z* is injective, we obtain (v00—aQx2)b+1=0. Put »!=,;*(«;«.— ΛOΛ^). Then
^*
+1
=0, and hence
H*((S»-lx Y)IU(l))*χQ[x, ^]/(A ^f+1); deg
 Λ
 = 2, deg ^  = 4 .
Consider next the following commutative diagram:
Let t&H^Pk-^H)) be the canonical generator such that ^*(ί)=Λ^. There
exist rational numbers λ, μ such that p*(u)=\v1+μx2. Put u1=u—μt. Then
)=
:
χ
ΐ
;1, and hence />*(w1)*+1=0. Since the homomorphism p*: //*((54*"1
is injective, we obtain u{*l=Q, and hence
Thus we obtain (S4*-1 X ^ /Sp^^P^H) X P,(£Γ). q.e.d.
1.2. We give here examples of a closed orientable Sp(l) manifold Y
such that Y~Pb(H) and F~Pb(C), where F denotes the fixed point set of the
restricted U(l) action on Y.
Consider the Sp(l) action on Pb(H)=S4b+3/Sp(l) by the left scalar multi-
plication. Then the fixed point set of the restricted Z7(l) action is naturally
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diffeomorphic to Pb(C)9 the fixed point set of the Sp(l) action is naturally diffeo-
morphic to Pb(R), and the isotropy representation at each fixed point of the
Sp(l) action is equivalent to bηξ&θb, where η denotes the canonical 3 -dimen-
sional real representation of Sp(l), bη denotes the i-fold direct sum of η> and θb
is the trivial representation of degree b.
Let D3b denote the unit disk of the representation space bη. Let W be
a (6+l)-dimensional compact orientable smooth manifold which is rationally
acyclic. Then the boundary 9(Z)3*X W) is a 46-dimensional compact orientable
smooth Sp(l) manifold which is a rational homology sphere, and the isotropy
representation at each fixed point of the Sp(l) action is equivalent to bη®θb.
Hence we can construct an equivariant connected sum
Y(W) = Pb(H) % d(D*bx W) .
Denote by F(W) the fixed point set of the restricted Z7(l) action on Y(W).
Then F(W) is naturally diffeomorphic to Pb(C) # d(Dbχ W). It is easy to
see that
Y(W)~Pb(H), F(W}~Pb(C) .
1.3. Let ζ be a quaternion Λ-plane bundle and ζ
c
 its complexification
under the restriction of the filed. Its ι-th symplectic Pontrjagin class ef(ζ)
is by definition [2, §9.6]
where c2i(ζc) is the 2ι'-th Chern class. Denote by P(ξ) the total space of the
associated quaternion projective space bundle. Let ζ be the canonical quater-
nion line bundle over P(ζ) and put t=e1(ζ). It is known that there is an iso-
morphism:
(1.3) H*(P(ζ))^H*(B) W/(Σ?.o^_,-(?)ί') ,
where B is the base space of the bundle ζ (cf. [3, §3]).
Let ξ be the canonical quaternion line bundle over Pb(H) and ξ* its dual
line bundle. Let W be a 4έ-dimensional closed orientable smooth manifold
and let /: W-*Pb(H) be a smooth mapping such that /*: H*(Pb(H))^H*(W).
Let c be a non-negative integer such that 6 5^+1. Then, there is a quaternion
(£+l)-ρlane bundle ζ over PFsuch that
(n+c+l]f*ξ*c*ς®ff; H >
where Θ*H is a trivial quaternion w-plane bundle. Put X=P((n-{-c+l)f*ξ*).
Since X is diffeomorphic to 9(Z)(f)xZ)4w)/Sp(l), we can act Sp(ri) on X in order
that the fixed point set is diffeomorphic to P(ζ) We see that by (1.3)
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H*(X) at Q[u, v] I (Un+c+1, Vί+l) ,
where v=f*e1(ξ), t—e^ζ) and u+v is the first symplectic Pontrjagin class of
the canonical line bundle over P((n+c+l)f*ξ*).
2. Classification theorems
We shall prove the following results in this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a closed oήentable manifold on which Sp(n) acts
smoothly and non-trivίally. Suppose X~P
a
(H)xPb(H)\ a^b^l, a+b<^2n—2
and n^7. Then there are four cases:
(0) a=n— I and X^P
n
^(B)x Y0, where Y0 is a closed orientable manifold
such that YQ~Pb(H), and Sp(n) acts naturally on Pn^(H) and trivially on F0,
(1) a=n— 1 and X^(S4n~1xY1)ISp(l), where Y1 is a closed orientable
Sp(ί) manifold such that Y1^Pb(H)9 Sp(l) acts as right scalar multiplication
on S4n~l, the unit sphere of H", and Sp(n) acts naturally on S*n~l and trivially on Y
λ
.
In addition, the fixed point set of the restricted £7(1) action on Y
λ
 is ~Pb(C),
( ii ) a=b=n— 1 and X^P
n
^(H) X P
n
-ι(H) with the diagonal Sp(n) action,
(iii) a^n and X^d(D*nχY2)ISp(l)y where Y2 is a compact orientable
Sp(l) manifold such that dim Y2=4(a+b+ί-n) and Y2~Pb(H) , Sp(l) acts
as right scalar multiplication on Z)4*, the unit disk of Hny and Sp(ri) acts naturally
on D*n and trivially on Y2. In addition, the Sp(l) action on the boundary dY2
is free and the fixed point set of the restricted £7(1) action on Y2 is ~Pb(C) or ~Pb
(H).
REMARK. By X^X' we mean that X is equivariantly diffeomorphic to
X' as Sp(n) manifolds. In the case (iii), the fixed point set of the Sp(n) action
on X is naturally diίfeomorphic to the orbit manifold QY2/Sp(l).
Theorem 2.2. In the case (iii) of Theorem 2.1, the cohomology ring H*
(QY2/Sp(l)) is ίsomorphic to one of the following:
(1) Q[
(2) Q|>,3>]/(/+1, Σ J - o ί - l ) ' ^ 1 — y); bga+l-n,
where degΛ:=deg^y— 4, and x is the Euler class of the principal Sp(\) bundle dY2
REMARK. The Sp(n) action given in §1.3 is an example of the case (iii)-
(2). Lemma 1.1 assures that a converse of Theorem 2.1 ( i ) is true.
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3. Cohomology of certain homogeneous spaces
Here we consider the cohomology of V
n>2/G=Sp(ri)/Sp(n—2)χG for
certain closed subgroups G of Sp(2). Let ξ be the canonical quaternion line
bundle over P
n
_1(H) and ζ its orthogonal complement, that is, ξ is a quaternion
(n— l)-plane bundle over P
n
.^S) such that its total space is
E(ξ) = {(α, M)eJT XP.^JSO: u±v} .
It is easy to see that the total space P(ζ) of the associated quaternion projective
space bundle is naturally diffeomorphic to V
nt2/Sp(l)xSp(l). Since ξ(&ζ
is a trivial bundle, we obtain ek(ζ)—(— l)ke^)k. By definition, P(ζ) is naturally
identified with a subspace of P
n
-ι(B) X P
n
-ι(H). Let i: P(ζ)-^P
n
.l(H) X Pn-ι(H)
be the inclusion. Put f=ί*(£*xl). Then by (1.3) there is an isomorphism:
(3.1) H*(V
n>2/Sp(l)χSp(l))^Q[X,y]/(Xn, Σ^y-1-') >
#=degy=4, by the identification #=/*(lXeι(|;)) and y=ί*
Let p: V
nt2/Sp(l)xSp(l)-*Vn,2ISp(2) be the natural projection and ξz
the standard quaternion 2-ρlane bundle over F
Lemma 3.2. ΓΛe graded algebra H*(V
nt2/Sp(2)) is generated by
e2(ξ2). The algebra is isomorphίc to the subalgebra of Q[x, y\l(x",
consisting of symmetric polynomials.
Proof. Since the fibration p is a 4-sphere bundle and Hodd(V
nt2/Sp(2))
=0 (cf. [1, §26]), the homomorphism p*: H*(V
n>2/Sp(2)) -> H*(Vn>2'lSp(l)X
Sp(l)) is injective. Since p*(ξ2)=i*(ξxξ)> we obtain
Then the desired result is obtained by the Leray-Hirsch theorem. q.e.d.
Corollary 3.3. ^f^φO and
Proof. Put I=(xn, Σ ^y"1"1")- ^ is easY to see tnat y*e^ ϊn the
quotient ring Q[x, y]ll, we obtain
and hence ^(|2)2«-4ΦO. We obtain e^2)2n'3=Q similarly, q.e.d.
4. Preliminary results
First we state the following two lemmas which are proved by a standard
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method (cf. [5, §5]).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose w^7. Let G be a closed connected proper subgroup
of Sp(ri) such that dimSp(ri)IG<8n. Then G coincides with Sp(n—i)xK
(i=l, 2, 3) up to an inner automorphism of Sp(ri), where K is a closed connected
subgroup of Sp(i).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose r^5 and k<Sr. Then an orthogonal non-trivial
representation of Sp(r) of degree k is equivalent to (v
r
)R®θk~*r. Here (vr)R: Sp(r)
->O(4r) is the canonical inclusion, and θ* is the trivial representation of degree t.
In the following, let X be a closed connected orientable manifold with
a non-trivial smooth Sp(ri) action, and suppose n^7 and dimX<8n. Put
: Sp(n-i)c:Sp(n)
x
^Sp(n-i)xSp(i)}
XM= Sp(n)F
ω
 = {gx: g^Sp(n)y *eFω} .
Here Sp(ri)
x
 denotes the isotropy group at x. Then, by Lemma 4.1, we obtain
Proposition 4.3. If X(k) is non-empty, then X(i) is empty for each i
Proof. Let us denote by F(Sp(n—j), X(i)) the fixed point set of the re-
stricted Sp(n—j) action on X^. It is easy to see that the set is empty for each
j<ι^n—ι. Suppose that X(k) is non-empty and fix x^F(k). Let σ be the slice
representation at x. Then the restriction σ \ Sp(n—k) is trivial or equivalent to
(vn-k)R®θ* by Lemma 4.2. Anyhow, a principal isotropy group of the given
action contains Sp(n— k— 1), and hence F(Sp(n—k—l), X^) is non-empty
if so is Xa). q.e.d.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose X=X(k)\jX(k+1). If X^ and X(k+ύ we non-
empty, then the codimension of each connected component of F(k) in X is equal to
(n-k).
Proof. Fix #eF(
Λ
). Let σ and p denote the slice representation at x
and the isotropy representation of the orbit Sp(ri)xy respectively. The restric-
tion σ\Sp(n— k) is equivalent to (v
n
-k)R®θs by Lemma 4.2 and the assumption
that X(k+ι) is non-empty. On the other hand, ρ\Sp(n— k) is equivalent to
k(v
n
-k)R®θ* by considering adjoint representations. Hence (σ0/>) | Sp(n— k)
is equivalent to (&+1) (v
n
-k)R@θs+' This shows that the codimension of F(k)
at x is equal to 4(&+l) (n—k). q.e.d.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose X=Xω\jX(3). Then either X(2) or X($ is empty.
REMARK, dim Sp(n)ISp(n—k)xSp(k)=4k(n—k) and X(Sp(ri)/Sp(n—k)
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)=(?), where %( ) denotes the Euler characteristic, and (?) denotes
the binomial coefficient.
5. Proof of the classification theorems
Throughout this section, suppose that X is a closed orientable manifold
with a non-trivial smooth Sp(n) action such that
(*) H*(X) = Q[u, v] I (ua+\ vb+l) deg u = deg v = 4 .
Moreover, suppose that w^7, l^b^a and a-\-b^2n— 2. By arguments and
notations in the preceding section, we see that X=X(k)\jX(k+1) for &=0, 1, 2.
5.1. We shall show first that X^pXωΌXω Suppose X=X(
Then X=X(2) or X=X($ by Corollary 4.5. Looking at the Euler charac-
teristic of X, we see that XΦ X($.
Suppose X=X(2). Then X=(Vn>2χF(2))ISp(2). Here we consider the
following commutative diagram of natural projections:
where T is a maximal torus of Sp(2). Since X(ί\2))Φθ, we see that the re-
stricted T action on F(2) has a fixed point, and hence the projection pi has a
cross-section. Therefore p f : H*(V
n>2/T)-+H*((Vn>2χFω)/T) is injective. On
the other hand, ?*: H*(V
n>2ISp(2))-^H*(Vnt2/T) is'injective, because H^V^J
Sp(2))=HGdd(Sp(2)IT)=0(cf. [1,§26]). Consequently, we see that/)*: H*(V
n>2/
Sp(2))->H*(X) is injective. In particular, we obtain a+b^2n—4. If a+b =
2w-4, then X=V
nt2/Sp(2). Because rank H\X)=2 and rank #4(FΛ,2/Sp(2))
= 1, we get a contradiction.
Syppose #+δ^2w—3, and put p*el(ξ2)=au-\-βv\ a, β^Q. Since
=0 by Corollary 3.3, we obtain
V = P*el(ξ2)'+t =
and hence aβ=0. On the other hand, e^2)2n~4^0 by Corollary 3.3, and hence
^
)
*^ι(?2)2Λ"4=ί=0 Thus we obtain a=2n—4. Looking at the Euler character-
istic of F(2), we get a contradiction.
5.2. We consider now the case X=X^\JX^. Suppose that both X
ω
and X(2) are non-empty. We see that codim Fω = Sn—8 by Proposition 4.4.
Since dim^ί^Sw—8, we obtain dimF(1)=0 and a+b=2n—2.
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Fix x&Fd). Since X(2) is non-empty, we see that the slice representation
σ at x is equivalent to v
n
-\®Hv* OΓ (vn-\)R^ by Lemma 4.2, where π is a natural
projection of Sp(n— l)χS p(l) onto Sp(n— 1). Then the principal isotropy
group is of the form Sp(n—2)χK, where K=ΔSp(l) (resp. IxSp(l)) for
<7=z>M_i®#i>f (resp. σ=(vtt-1)Rπ). Here ΔS/>(1) (resp. lxSp(l)) is a closed
subgroup of Sp(2) consisting of the matrices of the form (% J (resp. (Q j).
Anyhow, we see that the Sp(n) action on X has a codimension one orbit, and
hence X is a union of closed invariant tubular neighborhoods of just two non-
principal orbits (cf. [6]). We already see that one of the non-principal orbits
is P^^H). Looking at the Euler characteristic of X, we see that a=b=n— 1
and another non-principal orbit is V
n>2ISp(l)xSp(l).
Suppose K=ίχ Sp(l). Then the normalizer of the principal isotropy
group is connected, and hence such an Sp(n) manifold is unique up to equivari-
ant diίfeomorphism (cf. [6, §5.3]). On the other hand, the product manifold
PM^1(jEΓ)xPn_1(£Γ) with the diagonal Sp(n) action is such one. Therefore X is
equivariantly diffeomorphic to P^H) X P^H) with the diagonal Sp(n) action.
Suppose next K= ΔSp(l). Then the normalizer of the principal isotropy
group has just two connected components, and its generator corresponds to
the antipodal involution of the slice representation at a point of F«,2/S/>(1)
χSp(l). Hence such an Sp(ri) manifold is unique up to equivariant diίfeo-
morphism (cf. [6, §5.3]). Here we construct such one. Let ξ be the canon-
ical quaternion line bundle over P
n
^(H) and ξ its orthogonal complement (see
§3). Then Sp(n) acts naturally on the total space E(ζ) as the bundle mappings.
Denote by Θ1H a trivial quaternion line bundle. We see that the Sp(n) action
on the total space P(ζ®θ1^) of the associated quaternion projective space bundle
is the desired one. On the other hand, we see that by (1.3)
Hence the cohomology ring of P(ζ@θlH) is not isomorphic to that of
5.3. We consider next the case X=X(0) U -3Γ<D for c<n. We shall show
first that X(Q) is empty.
Suppose that X^ is non-empty. Let U be an invariant closed tubular
neighborhood of JΓ(o) in X, and put E=X— ΊntU. Put W=EΓ\Fω. Then
W is a compact connected orientable manifold with non-empty boundary dW,
and Sp(l) acts naturally on W. Since there is a natural diίfeomorphism
E=(S*»-lχ W)ISp(\\ we obtain
dimW=4 (a+b+l-n) = 4&
Let ι: E-*X be the inclusion. Then ί*: Ht(X)-^H\E) is an isomorphism
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for each t^4n— 2, because the codimension of each connected component of
Jf(0) is 4/z by Lemma 4.2. By the Gysin sequence of the principal Sp(l) bundle
*Sf4w~1x W-*E and the cohomology ring of X, we obtain rank H4k( W)— rank
H4k~\W)=l. On the other hand, we see that H4k(W)^H4k(W)=Q and rank
this is a contradiction. Thus we see that X(0) is empty.
Consequently, we obtain X=X
ω
=(S**-1xF
ω
)ISp(l). Put Y=F
ω
. We
see that
dim Y=4(a+b+ί—n) = 4k, k^b^a<n^a+b .
We shall show next that a=n— 1 and Y~Pb(H).
By the Gysin sequence of the principal Sp(l) bundle p: S*n~lxY-^X9
we obtain H^S^X Y)=H4i+2(S4n~1X Y)=Q and an exact sequence:
0 -» H4'-l(S*-1 x Y) -> H4i~\X) -£ H4i(X) P-> H4i(S4n~l x F) -> 0
for any /, where μ is the multiplication by £ι(/>), the first symplectic Pontrjagin
class of the quaternion line bundle associated with the Sp(ί) bundle p. We
can represent p*u=lxul9 p^v=lxv1 for uly v^H\Y). Then we see that
Hoάά(Y)=0 and H*(Y) is generated by at most two elements uly vlf We can
represent e1(p)=au-\-βv 9 a, β^Q. By definition, the Sp(l) bundle p is a
pull-back of a bundle over PM_1(jEΓ), and hence e1(p)n=0. Since n^a+b, we
see that aβ—0. Suppose e1(p)=Q. Then />* is injective, and hence Ixwί^ί
ΦO. Thus we get a contradiction. Therefore we see that el(p)= au (αφO)
or e1(p)=βv (/?ΦO), and hence ^=0 or z j^O, respectively. Looking at the
Euler characteristic of X we see that a=n— 1 and Y~Pb(H).
When b<n-l, we see that e^p^au (α=l=0) and ff*(y)^βM/(»ϊ+1)
When δ=n — 1, interchanging M and «; if necessary we can assume that βι(p)
=au (αφO) and H*(Y)s*Q[v^l(v*). It remains to consider the Sp(l) action
on Y=F
ω
. We shall show that either F~Pb(C) or the Sp(l) action on Y
is trivial, where F denotes the fixed point set of the restricted Z7(l) action on Y.
Put w=π*(v), where π is a natural projection of (S^^X Y)/U(l) onto
X^S^^x Y)/Sp(l). Consider the fibration: Y-^(S4n~1X Y)lU(l)-^P2n.l(C).
We see that wb+1=Q and ίί*((54Λ-1X Y)/U(l)) is freely generated by 1, w, vf,
••
 9 w
b
 as an //*(P2M_1(C)) module. Consider next the following commutative
diagram:
Hr((S~x Y)/U(l))J-+Hr((S4n-lx
Hr(P2n^(C) x F)
where /, ί^jyjF are natural inclusions. Since ίίodd(Y)— 0, we see that [4] z*
is injective for each r and surjective for each r>4i and j* is surjective. Let
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Woo be an element of H\(S°°xY)/U(l)) such that j *(»«,) =«?. Let x be the
canonical generator of #2(Poo(C))^/ί2(P2
n
_ι(C)). Then we can express
where ft^H2t(F) for f=0, 1, 2. It is known that [4] F0~Pd(C) or F0~Pd(H)
(Q^d^b) for each connected component F0 of F. We shall show that F is
connected.
Consider first the case b<n—l. We see that /ϊ(«0o*)==*X/ι+l X/2, that is,
/0=0 by the relation (Λ?x/0+ΛX/1+lx/2)*+1=0 in H^P^tyxF). Con-
sequently, we can show that if F is not connected then /£(«&)= 0 and hence
s0*=0; this is a contradiction.
Consider next the case b=n—l. Since y*(α£)=20n=0, we see that «£
=7#2w for some γeQ, and hence /*(«£) =#2ΛX 7. Suppose 7=0. Then
/0=0, and hence we can show that F is connected by the same argument as
above. Suppose next 7ΦO. We shall show that i*(Woo)=x2XfQ, that is /ι=0
and/2=0. For any connected component F0 of F, we have an equation
in ff4ll(P
βo
(C)X.F0). Then we see that (/0|F0)"=:7ΦO and/JF0=0 for ί=l, 2.
Thus we obtain ί*(w00)=x2xf0 and /5=7. Let ί\ (resp. F2) be the union
of connected components F
σ
 of F on which fQ\Fσ is positive (resp. negative).
Since /J= 7, we can regard /0 1 ί^  and /0 1 F2 as constant rational numbers. Then
each element of j?/r(P00(C)xί1s) for r^4n is expressed as a polynomial of #X 1
with rational coefficients for s=l,2 because H*((S°°xY)/U(l)) is generated
by an element w^ as a graded ίί*(P00(C')) algebra and z* is surjective for r^4n.
Then we see that F
s
 (s=ly 2) consists of just one point, and hence F consists
of at most two points. This is a contradiction to the fact: 'X>(F)=X(Y)=n'^7.
Anyhow we see that F is connected, and hence F~Pb(C) or F~Pb(H).
The Sp(ί) action on Y is trivial for the latter case.
5.4. Finally, we consider the case X=X(0) U^α) for a^n. We shall
show first that X^ is non-empty.
Suppose that jf(0) is empty. Then ^=^(1)-:(54n-1xF(1))/Sp(l). By
the Gysin sequence of the principal Sp(l) bundle S^^xF^-^X, we see that
F(D~Pb(H). Looking at the Euler characteristic of the fibration: F^->X
-*P
n
-ι(H) we obtain a=n—\\ this is a contradiction.
Consequently, we see that (cf. [8]) there is an equivariant decomposition
X=d(ΣPnχY)/Sp(l), where Y is a compact connected orientable manifold
with a smooth Sp(l) action, and Y has a non-empty boundary dY on which
the Sp(l) action is free. We see that
dimY=4(a+b+l-n)
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and the fixed point set of the Sp(n) action on X is naturally diffeomorphic to
the orbit manifold dY/Sp(l). Moreover, we see that there is a natural de-
composition X=Xi U X2> where
X1 = (S4n~1xY)ISp(l) and X2 = (D*»xdY)/Sp(l) .
Put x0=xlnx2=(S4*-1xdY)iSp(i).
Let π: d(D4nχY)-*X be the projection of the principal Sp(l) bundle.
Denote by π
s
 the projection of the restricted principal Sp(l) bundle over X
s
.
Let/
s
: XS-*X and ιs: X0-*XS be inclusions. Put us=jf(u) and vs=jf(v).
We can express
e(π) = au+βv; α,
where e(π) is the Euler class of the principal S p(l) bundle π. Then we obtain
Since Hr(X, X1)cχH'(X2, X0)^Hr-4n(dY/Sp(l)) for each r, we obtain
an isomorphism /?: Hr(X)&Hr(X1) for each r^4n— 2. Because Y is a com-
pact connected manifold with non-empty boundary and dim Y^4n— 4, we see
that ^f(iίΓ1)=0 and hence unΓl=x'e(πl) for some x'^H^'\X^. Then
u*~
1
=xe(π) for some x^H4n~B(X) by the isomorphism j f . In particular
we see that αφO in the expression: e(π)= au+βv. Looking at the isomor-
phism jf and the Gysin sequence of the principal Sp(l) bundle π^ we see
that τzf(^)φO and the algebra Hev(S*n~lχY) is generated by πfv
λ
. Hence
we obtain Y~ Pb(H). In addition, we see that X1^Pn.1(H)xPb(H) by the
fibration: Y-^X^P^H).
Since b^n—2, by the same argument as in the second half of §5.3, we
see that F~Pb(C) or F~Pb(H), where F denotes the fixed point set of the
restricted £7(1) action on Y.
Here we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
REMARK. The case α/3Φθ in the expression e(π)=au-\-βv occurs only
when b^a-\-l— n, because
n
5.5. In the following, we consider the cohomology of QY/Sp(l). Regard-
ing au and βv as new u and v if necessary, we can assume that e(π)= u if /?— 0
ande(τr)— u+v if β^pO.
Since the algebra H*(X^) is generated by β(ττι) and vl9 we obtain an short
exact sequence:
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0 -> H*(X, X
λ
) -i H*(X) -^  H*(X^ -> 0 .
Moreover, we see that the kernel of jf is an ideal generated by e(π)n, that is,
ker/f =H*(X)e(π)n. Let τ€ΞH4n(X, X,) be an element such that kf(τ)=e(π)\
Then H*(X9Xύ is generated by r as an H*(X) module, that is, H*(X, X,)
=H*(X)τ.
Let 7*: H*(X, X1)^H^(X2ί X0) be an excision isomorphism. Denote
by t^H*n(X2, XQ) the Thorn class of the quaternion w-plane bundle over QYj
Sp(l). Ύhenj*(τ)=\t for non-zero λeQ. Since j^(wτ)=jf(w)j^(τ)=\jf(w)t
for each w^H*(X), we see thatj?: H*(X)-*H*(X2) is surjective. In addition,
y*(α;)=0 if and only if έ?(τr)Λα;=0 for w^H*(X). Then we can show that
{jί(upvq) , 0^p^a—ny0^q^b} are linearly independent in the graded module
On the other hand, we obtain
rank H*(X2) = rank ff*(ΛΓ)-rank H^XJ = (a+l-n) (6+1)
Therefore the set {up2vq2\ 0<^p<^a—n, O^q^b} is an additive base of the
graded module H*(X2).
Suppose first e(π)=u, i.e. β=0. Then j*(ua-n+l)=Q, and hence H*(X2)
J/(MΓ"+1, ^+1) Therefore QY/Sp(l)~P
a
.
n
(H)xPb(H).
Suppose next that b^a-\-l—n and £(τr)— ^ + ,^ i.e. /3ΦO. We see that
V - ((tt+ϊ,)-^1 = 0 ,
hence we obtain
where #=tt2+^2 and 3/=^2
Here we complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.
6. Construction
We regard Z)4n as the unit disk of the quaternion w-space H" with the right
scalar multiplication and the left Sp(ri) action. Let Y be a compact oritentable
smooth Sp(l) manifold such that the Sp(l) action is free on the non-empty
boundary dY. By the diagonal action, Sp(l) acts freely on the boundary
d(D4nχY). Here we consider the cohomology ring of the orbit manifold
X=d(D*nX Y)ISp(l) on which Sp(n) acts naturally.
Suppose that dimF=4rf+4, Y~Pb(H), l^b^d^n-2, and F~Pb(C) or
F~Pb(H)y where F denotes the fixed point set of the restricted Z7(l) action
on y. Moreover suppose that £*: H\Y)^H\dY), where i is an inclusion.
Put c=d—b. In addition, we suppose that the graded algebra H*(dY/Sp(l))
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is isomorphic to one of the following:
(1) Q[X,y]l(*+1,yM),
(2) «[*, y}l(yM, Σί-(-i)' (w+f+1) *<+1-y); b^c+1 ,
where degΛ?=deg3;=4, and x is the Euler class of the principal Sp(\) bundle
and -X0=-Y1n-SΓ2=(S411"1
χ9Y)/Sp(l). Then JΓ^^U^. Let TT: d(D*»χY)-*X be the projection
of the principal Sp(l) bundle. Let us denote by π
s
 the projection of the re-
stricted principal Sp(l) bundle over X
s
. Let j
s
: XS-*X and is: XQ-^>XS be
the inclusions. Let p: X2^>dY/Sp(l) be the natural projection of 4w-disk
bundle, and putp0=p\X0: X0->dY/Sp(l).
Since d^n — 2, we see that H*(X0) is freely generated by 1, σ as an H*
(8y/Sp(l)) module for an element σ^H4n~\X,) and i f : H*(X2)-*H*(X0) is
injective. Put x0=pΐ(x), yQ=p*(y\ x2=ρ*(x) and y2=P*(y) Then xQ=e(π^)
and x2= e(π2), the Euler classes of the principal Sp(l) bundles.
By the fibration: Y-^X1-^Pn.l(H) and the assumption that F~Pb(C) or
F~Pb(H) and Y~Pb(H), we see that by Lemma 1.1,
ff*(XO = β[*ι, yj / («ϊ, yί+1); deg ^  - degj, ^  4 ,
where %ι=e(πι), the Euler class of the principal Sp(l) bundle.
Consider the Mayer- Vietoris sequence of a triad (X\ Xlt X2):
where j*(fl)=(yf(fl),yf(fl)) and ί*(ilf b2)=if(bl)-iϊ(b2). We see that £Γ(-X)=0
for each rΦθ(mod4) and there is the following short exact sequence for each
k:
A* 7*(*) 0 -> H4k-\X0) -* H4k(X) J-± H*(X^ -> 0 .
Notice that dim X=4(n+ d) and
(**) jf : H*k(X) β H4*(XO for k<n .
Let w, ϋ be elements of H\X) such that j*(u)=xl9 j*(v)=yι. We see that
u=e(π)y the Euler class of the principal Sp(l) bundle. Moreover, we see
that vb+1=0 by (**) and the assumption b^n—2. Since ./?(«"- V)=t=0, there
is an element z^H*c+\X) such that ww~V#Φθ, by the Poincare duality. Then
we see that wn+c^Φθ, by (**) and the fact vb+l=0. In particular, we obtain
#nΦθ. Looking at the exact sequence (*), we can assume that ww=Δ*(cτ).
We can express i*(yι)='\.x0+μy0', λ, μ^Q. Since 7r*(yι)φO, we see that
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the assumption **: H\Y)^H\dY). Then
Δ*(σxtyi) = μ~qun+p(v-
because Δ*((rj*(w))==Δ*(σ)w for each w^H*(X). Looking at the exact se-
quence (*), we see that the graded algebra H*(X) is generated by two elements
u, v and rank H*(X)=(n+c+l) (6+1).
In the expression iΐ(yι)=\xQ+μy09 if λ=0 then we see that un+c+1=0
in the case (1) and (u— μ~1v)n+c+1=0 in the case (2), and hence X~P
n+c(H)x
Pb(H).
Since i f : H*(X2)->H*(X0) is injective, we see that j*(v)= \x2-\-μy2>
and hence (\x2+μy2)b+l=Q. Then we obtain λ=0 in the case (1), because
Next we consider the case (2). We obtain a relation
where fγ=\μ~l. We see that 7=0 for the case b<c or b=c^2. Suppose
6=c+l. Looking at the relation (Ύx2-\-y2)c+2&I, we obtain γ=0 or
(,+2) (-yJ- = 0
for each k=2, 3, •••, c-\-\. Suppose TΦO and c^2. Then we get a contradic-
tion from (A2) and (A3). Hence we obtain 7=0 for c^2. Suppose γ=t=0
and c=l. We see that the quadratic equation (A2) has a rational solution γ
if and only if 3n(n-\-2) is a square number.
Summing up the above arguments, we obtain a partial converse of Theo-
rem 2.1 (iii).
REMARK. For a positive integer n, 3n(n-\-2) is a square number if and
only if w+1 is one of the following:
7. Concluding remark
By parallel arguments, we obtain the following result which is a generaliza-
tion of a theorem [7].
Theorem 7.1. LeZ X be a closed orientable manifold on which SU(ri) acts
smoothly and non-trivially. Suppose X~P
a
(C)xPb(C) > α^ό^l, a+b^2n— 2
^7. Then there are three cases:
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(0) a=n— 1 and JΪ^P
Λ
_1(C')x YQ, where Y0 is a closed orientable manifold
such that Y0~Pb(C), and SU(n) acts naturally on P^C) and trivially on Y0,
(1) a=b=n— 1 and X^P^tyxP^C) with the diagonal SU(n) action,
(ii) a^n and X^Q(D2nχ YJ/U^), where Yl is a compact orientable £7(1)
manifold such that dim Yl=2(a+b+ l—ri) and Y^P^C), U(l) acts as right
scalar multiplication on D2n, the unit disk of Cn, and SU(n) acts naturally on D2n
and trivially on Y
λ
. In addition, the U(l) action on the boundary QY
λ
 is free
and the fixed point set of the U(l) action on Y1 is ~Pb(C).
Theorem 7.2. In the case (ii) of Theorem 7.1, the cohomology ring H*
(3YιlU(l)) is isomorphίc to one of the following:
(1) Q[
(2) Q[
where deg*=degj=2, and x is the Euler class of the principal 17(1) bundle QYl
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